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Effect of screening by external charges on the atomic orbitals and photoinduced processes
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X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) are a promising tool for the structural determination of macro- and
biomolecules, using coherent diffractive imaging. During imaging, the intense XFEL pulses also efﬁciently
ionize the molecules, so it is important to estimate how the charged environment within the molecule modiﬁes
atomic properties, in comparison to the case of an isolated atom. Here, we apply the XATOM toolkit to obtain
predictions on the modiﬁed ionization thresholds and rates of some photoinduced processes in carbon. The
Hartree-Fock-Slater model is extended to include the electron screening and ion correlation effects, induced
by external charges. With this extended model, we obtain predictions on modiﬁcations of orbital energies,
photoabsorption cross sections, Auger decay rates, ﬂuorescence emission rates, and atomic scattering factors as a
function of the density and temperature of the surrounding charges. Our results have implications for the studies
of dynamics within XFEL irradiated samples, in particular for those dedicated to coherent diffraction imaging.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.86.033411

PACS number(s): 32.90.+a, 32.80.Fb, 87.59.−e, 87.15.ag

I. INTRODUCTION

Free-electron lasers (FELs) [1–3] provide brilliant radiation
with extremely high peak brightness in the soft-x-ray regime
(Free-Electron Laser in Hamburg (FLASH) at DESY, Hamburg [4]) or in the hard-x-ray regime (Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS) in California, SPring-8 Angstrom Compact
Free-Electron Laser (SACLA) in Japan, European X-ray
Free-Electron Laser (XFEL) [5–7]).
One of the unique opportunities offered by XFELs is
single-shot imaging of individual macromolecules [8–10].
Coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) [11] with hard x rays can
determine the structure of noncrystallizing biomolecules or
other nanoparticles at atomic resolution [12–25]. The high
ﬂuence of a strongly focused XFEL pulse enables the efﬁcient
scattering of radiation photons from a molecule, sufﬁcient to
obtain a “readable” diffraction pattern of the object. However,
during imaging, the intense XFEL pulses also efﬁciently
ionize the molecule. Core-hole states within deep atomic
shells are created. This is followed by the relaxation processes
such as Auger decay and ﬂuorescence emissions. Secondary
electrons released during these processes can further ionize
(and damage) the molecule. Therefore, the parameters of
the imaging XFEL pulse should be adjusted to the radiation
tolerance of the molecule. Simulations of radiation damage
enable such adjustment [26–32].
In order to accurately calculate the ionization rates, it is
important to know how the charged environment within the
molecule modiﬁes the ionization thresholds and rates for the
ionization processes, when compared to the case of an isolated
atom. This problem belongs to the broad research area of the
structure and spectra of atoms conﬁned by various kinds of
environments. In recent decades, this area has been attracting
the attention of many research groups worldwide, e.g., [33,34].
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Here, we treat it in the speciﬁc context of coherent diffraction
imaging studies that are an important application of XFELs.
In order to estimate this effect, we apply the HartreeFock-Slater (HFS) treatment [35,36], implemented in the
computational toolkit XATOM [32]. This code calculates the
photoionization cross sections, Auger decay rates, ﬂuorescence rates, and scattering factors in the x-ray regime. In
this work, we extend it to include the effect of a charged
environment on the photoinduced processes in the context of
CDI experiments.
The lowering of the ionization energy within a single atom
or ion due to the screening effect was studied by Stewart and
Pyatt [37]. More recent calculations were performed by Hilse
et al. [38] within a nanoplasma model. Gets and Krainov [39]
calculated the ionization potentials for ions in rare-gas clusters,
using the Schrödinger equation with the Debye potential
included. They found a larger deviation from the isolated-atom
case than that given by the Stewart-Pyatt shift. Modiﬁcations of
atomic properties in a plasma environment have been studied
with the Debye screening model and the ion-sphere model
for one-electron systems [40–42] and many-electron systems
[43–46]. Other studies of the lowering of the ionization energy
are summarized in Ref. [47] and, also in the context of
electron-ion collision rates, in Refs. [48,49].
In this paper, we present two screening extensions of the
HFS model, using the Debye screening model for external
thermal electrons and the ion-sphere model for external
nonthermal electrons and ions. In the latter, the contribution of
surrounding ions is modeled with a radial distribution function.
We apply the extended models to calculate orbital energies,
photoionization cross sections, and rates for the relaxation
processes in carbon, which are relevant for CDI studies of
biomolecules.
In such CDI experiments, ions do not form a thermalized
plasma during imaging. As the imaging pulses are short (approximately tens of femtoseconds), compared to the electronion equilibration time (approximately a few picoseconds), ions
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remain “cold” during the pulse. Unscreened ions from the
outer shell of the irradiated sample can move radially, due to
the repulsive Coulomb forces. However, if the pulse is not
longer than several femtoseconds, then those unscreened ions
will not relocate during the pulse [29,50]. As a result, during
the imaging pulse, the initially neutral system evolves into
a two-regime system consisting of cold ions embedded in a
thermalized free-electron plasma.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show
how to implement the Debye screening and the ion-sphere
model into the HFS treatment. In Sec. III, we calculate the
effect of screening for the orbital energies, photoabsorption
cross section, and Auger and ﬂuorescence decay rates. We
also calculate the modiﬁed atomic scattering factors that are
necessary for CDI simulations. Finally, in Sec. IV, we conclude
with a summary and outlook.
II. THEORY

where α = 1/(λD kF ) = κD /kF is deﬁned as the ratio of
the Debye screening parameter κD ≡ 1/λD and the Fermi
momentum kF . The correction factor F (α) reads [52]
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As expected, in the limit of λD → ∞, one arrives at F (0) =
1, and Eq. (6) reduces to the unscreened (Slater) exchange
potential, given by Eq. (4).
The Debye-screened Coulomb potential in Eq. (5) can be
expanded in terms of modiﬁed Bessel functions and spherical
harmonics [54,55] as
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A. Standard Hartree-Fock-Slater model

For our calculations, we use the XATOM toolkit [32]. The
XATOM code is based on the Hartree-Fock-Slater approach [35,
36,51], using the local-density approximation for the exchange
interaction. In what follows, atomic units are used, unless
speciﬁed otherwise. In the HFS approach, the effective singleelectron Schrödinger equation can be written as
 1 2

− 2 ∇ + Veff (r) ψ(r) = εψ(r),
(1)
with the effective potential of the form

ρ(r ) 3 
Z
HFS
d r + Vx (r).
Veff (r) = − +
r
|r − r |

(2)

Here, Z is the nuclear charge. The electron density ρ(r) is
deﬁned as
ρ(r) =

Nelec


†

ψi (r)ψi (r),

(3)

i

where the sum extends over all bound electrons, Nelec , within
the system. The index i denotes the spin-orbital index. The
third term in Eq. (2) is the exchange term, which was
approximated by Slater [35] as

1/3
3 3
ρ(r)
.
(4)
Vx (r) = −
2 π
In what follows, we will refer to the above equations as the
“unscreened case.”
B. Debye screening

We include the Debye screening in the HFS effective
potential in the following way:


ρ(r )e−|r−r |/λD 3 
Ze−r/λD
D
Veff
+
d r + VxD (r), (5)
(r) = −
r
|r − r |
where λD is the Debye screening length. The Debye-screened
exchange potential was calculated in Refs. [52,53], and it reads
VxD (r) = Vx (r)F (α),

(6)

×

l


∗
Ylm (θ,φ)Ylm
(θ  ,φ  ),

(8)

m=−l

where Il+ 1 (x) and Kl+ 1 (x) are the modiﬁed Bessel functions,
2
2
r< is min(r,r  ), r> is max(r,r  ), and Ylm (θ,φ) are the spherical
harmonics. Assuming a spherically symmetric density of
bound electrons, ρ(r) → ρ(r), the integral of the spherical
harmonics over θ  and φ  in Eq. (5) is zero except for the case
of l = 0 and m = 0, and then the second term in Eq. (5) yields
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This simpliﬁed expression is then evaluated numerically by
the XATOM code.
C. Ion-sphere model

The previous screening model takes into account only the
screening effect of thermalized free electrons in the weakcoupling regime. Now we also account for the presence of
external ions, using the ion-sphere model [40,47] with constant
electron and ion densities. The net charge is assumed to be
equal to zero. The ion-sphere HFS potential can be written as

ρ(r ) + ne − Z i ni gii (r  ) 3 
Z
IS
Veff
d r + Vx (r),
(r) = − +
r
|r − r |
(10)
where ne and ni are the number densities of external electrons
and ions, respectively. The charge Z i is the effective charge
of ions. In contrast to conventional ion-sphere models [40,47],
we introduce the ion-ion radial distribution function gii (r)
[56], assuming our system to be isotropic and homogeneous.
Further, the assumed quasineutrality of the system implies
Z i ni − ne = 0.
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FIG. 1. Ion-ion radial distribution function for liquid carbon with
a density of 2.0 g/cm3 . Comparison between the MD calculation
by Wang et al. [59] (crosses) and the ﬁtting formula by Broyles
et al. [57,58] (solid line). The ﬁtted parameters are a = 7.0, b =
1.2 Å−1 , c = 5.4 Å−1 , and d = 6.1.
D. Radial distribution function

In order to parametrize gii (r), we use the ﬁtting formula
proposed by Broyles et al. [57,58],
gii (r) = 1 + ae−br sin (cr − d),

(11)

with four ﬁt parameters, a,b,c,d. The parameters a and d are
unitless, and the parameters b and c have the unit of Å−1 .
For the calculation of the ﬁt parameters in Eq. (11),
we employed the results of the molecular dynamics (MD)
calculation by Wang et al. [59]. These calculations were
performed for liquid carbon (of density 2.0 g/cm3 ) and
compressed liquid carbon (of density 4.4 g/cm3 ). They are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. For both (liquid and compressed)
carbon cases, our ﬁts are in good agreement with the MD
calculations. Let us remark that the negative values of the

ﬁtting formula are not physical. Therefore, when applying the
ﬁt to XATOM calculations, we set gii (r) = 0 at r < rc and apply
the ﬁt for r  rc , where rc is the largest zero of Eq. (11). This
simple ﬁtting formula can then be easily implemented in the
XATOM code, allowing for the efﬁcient numerical integration
of Eq. (10).
Let us note that these MD simulations were performed
for the neutral carbon liquid. They can be applied to an
ionized carbon system only if the internal Coulomb interaction
does not displace the ions. This assumption is valid in the
regime relevant for CDI simulations, since ion positions
are effectively frozen during an ultrashort x-ray pulse. For
an ionized plasma with charges in thermal equilibrium, a
semiempirical correlation function from [60] should be used
instead.
III. RESULTS

In this section, we calculate the screening effect by electrons
(Debye model) and by both electrons and ions (ion-sphere
model) on the orbital energies, photoabsorption cross sections,
Auger and ﬂuorescence rates, and atomic scattering factors.
Within this extended HFS approach, the Debye length λD
and the properties of the ion environment (the average ion
charge Z i and the ion number density ni ) are free parameters
that we deﬁne in the model. In what follows, we will apply
the parameter range relevant for CDI simulations (cf. [61]).
Correspondingly, the density of liquid carbon (2.0 g/cm3 ) is
close to that of organic molecules. The case of compressed
carbon (4.4 g/cm3 ) is considered in order to evaluate the
impact of high ion density on the model results (strong
screening regime).
A. Orbital energy

In Fig. 3, we show the energy shifts between the orbitals
determined from the unscreened HFS model and the Debye
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FIG. 2. Ion-ion radial distribution function for liquid carbon with
a density of 4.4 g/cm3 . Comparison between the MD calculation
by Wang et al. [59] (crosses) and the ﬁtting formula by Broyles
et al. [57,58] (solid line). The ﬁtted parameters are a = 1.2, b =
0.16 Å−1 , c = 7.2 Å−1 , and d = 8.4.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Energy shifts E between the unscreened
HFS model and the Debye-screened HFS model for carbon as a
function of the number of the electrons bound on carbon, Zb . The
calculations were performed for several Debye screening lengths
(λD = 1.72,3.14,5.0,10.0 a0 ). Shifts for the various orbitals 1s, 2s,
and 2p are shown.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Energy shifts E between the unscreened
HFS model and the ion-sphere screened HFS model for carbon as a
function of the number of the electrons bound on carbon, Zb . The
external ion density is 2.0 g/cm3 . External ions have charge Z i = 1
(dashed lines) and Z i = 2 (dotted lines), respectively.

screened HFS model, given by Eq. (5), as a function of
the number of electrons Zb bound to the carbon atom or
ion, i.e., Zb = 6 for C0+ , Zb = 5 for C1+ , etc. These shifts
are approximately linear functions of the number of bound
electrons. They increase with the decreasing screening length
and are largest for the inner-shell orbital (1s). The screening
does not “distinguish” between orbitals of the same principal
quantum number (2s, 2p): the calculated shifts are almost
identical in this case. We have checked that at λD → ∞, the
energy shift E = 0, and the screened case reduces to the
unscreened case, as expected. Let us note that at decreasing
screening length, the orbital energies approach the continuum.
At some limiting values of λD , the energy of the uppermost
ﬁlled orbital will overlap with the continuum. This deﬁnes the
limit of applicability of our model. For λD = 1.72 a0 (a0 is the
Bohr radius), the 2p-orbital energy of C0+ becomes positive.
The same behavior of increasing the orbital energy up to a
positive value in a Debye-screened environment was observed
in [42,43].
In Figs. 4 and 5, we show the energy shifts for different
orbitals obtained within the ion-sphere screened HFS model
compared to those obtained in the unscreened case. For these
calculations, we used the radial distribution functions ﬁtted for
ion densities of 2.0 g/cm3 and 4.4 g/cm3 ; see Figs. 1 and 2.
In contrast to the Debye-screened HFS model, the calculated
shifts are nonlinear functions of the number of bound electrons.
The curves show characteristic minima that occur after the
preceding shell was emptied of electrons. Again, the lowerlying orbital (1s) is more affected by screening than the
upper ones (2s, 2p), and the screening does not distinguish
between the orbitals of the same principal quantum number. As
expected, the effect of screening becomes stronger for a more
highly charged environment: energy shifts for the external ion
charge Z i = 2 are larger than those for Z i = 1.
In Fig. 6, we show the orbital energies for the 1s and 2s
shells of C3+ ion in the ground conﬁguration. Accordingly, the
2p shell is not occupied. The orbital energy depends approx-

FIG. 5. (Color online) Energy shifts E between the unscreened
HFS model and the ion-sphere screened HFS model for carbon as a
function of the number of the electrons bound on carbon, Zb . The
external ion density is 4.4 g/cm3 . External ions have charge Z i = 1
(dashed lines) and Z i = 2 (dotted lines), respectively.

imately linearly [cf. Eq. (10)] on the charge of surrounding
ions, Z i . As expected, this effect is stronger for the denser ion
environment.
Figure 7 shows the radial wave functions of the 1s(red
line), 2s (blue line), and 2p (green line) subshells of neutral
carbon. The y axis is |Pnl (r)|2 , where Pnl (r) is the radial
wave function. It compares the unscreened (solid line), Debyescreened (dashed line, λD = 5a0 ), and ion-sphere (dotted line,
2.0 g/cm2 , Z i = 2) models. Even though the inner-shell (1s)
orbital energy is more shifted than the energy of other orbitals,
the shape of the 1s orbital is barely changed when the two
screening models are applied. In contrast, the shapes of 2s
and 2p for both screening models deviate from the unscreened
case, implying that the valence orbitals are delocalized due
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Orbital energy for the 1s(red lines) and 2s
(blue lines) shells for C3+ in the ground state as a function of the
average charge of external ions, Z i . The solid line shows the result
of the unscreened HFS model. The dashed and the dotted lines show
the ion-sphere screened results for the carbon densities of 2.0 g/cm3
and 4.4 g/cm3 , respectively.
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to the screening effect. The atomic potential for bound
electrons is weakened by screening from free electrons,
and bound electrons are pulled out due to the existence of
neighboring ions. The valence electrons are more affected by
those screening effects than the core electrons. We emphasize
here that although the plots of the screening-induced absolute
energy shifts, E, show the largest energy shifts for core
electrons, the respective relative shifts calculated in respect
to the unscreened energy level are smallest for the deep-lying
orbitals.
B. Photoabsorption cross section

The effect of screening on the photoabsorption cross section
is shown in Fig. 8. Here we compare the total photoabsorption
cross section for carbon in the ground state, calculated with
different models. The reference is the result obtained from the
unscreened HFS model. Debye screening shifts the ionization
threshold. As expected, for λD = 10.0 a0 , this shift is correspondingly smaller than for λD = 5.0 a0 . The Debye-screened
cross section is “extrapolated” towards the shifted threshold
(cf. Fig. 9 for Debye-screened photoabsorption from different
shells) without much affecting the cross-section magnitude.
In the case of ion-sphere screening, the thresholds are shifted
towards the “screened” value, but the magnitude of the cross
section also increases in the vicinity of the threshold. Again,
this effect is more pronounced in the case of the denser ion
environment. The important observation is that the screening
effects manifest themselves in the cross section only at lower
photon energies (VUV, soft x-ray). The hard-x-ray regime
seems to be unaffected by the screening. This is signiﬁcant
for CDI simulations, as it may justify using the unscreened
cross sections in such simulations.
C. Auger and fluorescence processes

Auger and ﬂuorescence effects are relaxation processes of
an inner-shell vacancy within an atom. Photoabsorption at

FIG. 8. (Color online) Total photoabsorption cross section for
carbon in the ground state calculated with XATOM as a function of
the photon energy for (i) the unscreened HFS model (black solid
line), (ii) the Debye-screened HFS model (λD = 5.0 a0 , black doubledot-dashed line; λD = 10 a0 , black dot-dashed line), and (iii) the
ion-sphere screened HFS model (density of 2.0 g/cm3 , Z i = 1,2, red
dashed line and red dotted line).

high x-ray energy typically leads to the creation of such core
holes. The relaxation processes are then an important part of
the electronic damage. An accurate calculation of their rates is
necessary for preparing a reliable CDI simulation.
In Tables I and II, we show the Auger and ﬂuorescence
rates calculated for the Debye-screened and the ion-sphere
screened HFS models. They are compared to the unscreened
HFS calculations [32]. All possible electronic conﬁgurations
of carbon for a given charge state are considered. For the
Auger rate calculation, the Debye screening effect is only
incorporated through the screened orbitals. Thus, the same
expression for the Auger rate as in Ref. [32] is employed.
For the Debye calculation in Table I, we have chosen
the Debye screening length of λD = 5.0 a0 . The screening

10

Cross section (Mb)

FIG. 7. (Color online) Comparison of 1s, 2s, and 2p radial wave
functions of neutral carbon for the unscreened, Debye-screened, and
ion-sphere models. For the Debye-screened model, λD = 5 a0 is used,
and for the ion-sphere model, the ion density of 2.0 g/cm3 and Z i = 2
are used.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Subshell photoabsorption cross section
for carbon in the ground state for different shells calculated with
XATOM for the unscreened HFS model (solid lines) and for the
Debye-screened HFS model (λD = 5.0 a0 , dashed lines) as a function
of the photon energy.
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TABLE I. Auger rates ( A ) and ﬂuorescence rates ( F ) calculated with the Debye-screened HFS model for the Debye length, λD = 5.0 a0 ,
for various electron conﬁgurations of carbon. For better comparison, the unscreened HFS results by Son et al. [32] are shown in parentheses.
A

Charge
+1
+2
+3

+4

+5

Conﬁguration
1

2

2

1s 2s 2p
1s 0 2s 2 2p 2
1s 1 2s 1 2p 2
1s 1 2s 2 2p 1
1s 0 2s 1 2p 2
1s 0 2s 2 2p 1
1s 1 2s 0 2p 2
1s 1 2s 1 2p 1
1s 1 2s 2 2p 0
1s 0 2s 0 2p 2
1s 0 2s 1 2p 1
1s 0 2s 2 2p 0
1s 1 2s 0 2p 1
1s 0 2s 0 2p 1

(10−3 a.u.)

F

(10−5 a.u.)

KL1 L1

KL1 L23

KL23 L23

Kα

0.918 (0.961)
2.781 (2.894)

0.914 (0.970)
3.197 (3.333)
0.572 (0.602)
0.587 (0.620)
1.901 (1.978)
1.918 (1.994)

0.408 (0.439)
1.677 (1.755)
0.539 (0.574)

0.801 (0.836)
2.663 (2.740)
0.938 (0.975)
0.479 (0.498)
2.957 (3.041)
1.507 (1.549)
1.070 (1.108)
0.549 (0.569)

1.124 (1.178)
3.333 (3.462)

2.043 (2.128)
0.665 (0.703)

0.353 (0.370)
1.336 (1.394)
2.488 (2.586)
1.108 (1.148)

3.191 (3.273)
1.651 (1.694)

3.789 (3.915)
0.623 (0.648)
1.915 (1.965)

by free electrons lowers the calculated relaxation rates. The
differences between the screened and unscreened models
are smaller than 5%. This screening-induced damping of
relaxation rates signiﬁcantly increases with decreasing Debye
length by up to 10% for λD = 3.14 a0 and up to 30% for
λD = 1.72 a0 (not shown).
In the case of the ion-sphere screened HFS model, the rates
are also reduced when the screening is applied (Table II).
For the ion density of 2.0 g/cm3 and the average ion charge of
Z i = 2, the differences with the unscreened model reach up
to 15% for some electron conﬁgurations. These differences
further increase with increasing ionization state Z i and
increasing ion density, up to 65% for the ion density of
4.4 g/cm3 and Z i = 2.
The screening-induced reduction of relaxation rates can
be explained as follows. As shown in Fig. 7, the valence

orbitals tend to be delocalized due to the screening effect. The
ﬂuorescence rate from 2p to 1s contains the transition dipole
matrix element between them. The Auger rate expression
involves the Coulomb matrix elements among core, valence,
and continuum states. When the valence orbitals become more
diffuse relative to the core orbitals, those matrix elements will
be reduced. Also, the screening-induced ﬂuorescence rate is
affected by the differences in energy shifts between core and
valence orbitals, as discussed in Sec. III A, since this rate is
proportional to the cube of the transition energy between 1s
and 2p orbitals. As a result, the ﬂuorescence and Auger rates
are decreased when screening is applied.
It is worthwhile to note that this decrement of rates might
be overestimated within the current screening model based
on the atomic system because the current model does not
take into account the contribution to the atomic potential

TABLE II. Auger rates ( A ) and ﬂuorescence rates ( F ) calculated with the ion-sphere screened HFS model for various electronic
conﬁgurations of carbon with ion density of 2.0 g/cm3 and average charge of Z i = 2. For better comparison, the unscreened HFS results by
Son et al. [32] are shown in parentheses.
A

Charge
+1
+2
+3

+4

+5

Conﬁguration
1

2

2

1s 2s 2p
1s 0 2s 2 2p 2
1s 1 2s 1 2p 2
1s 1 2s 2 2p 1
1s 0 2s 1 2p 2
1s 0 2s 2 2p 1
1s 1 2s 0 2p 2
1s 1 2s 1 2p 1
1s 1 2s 2 2p 0
1s 0 2s 0 2p 2
1s 0 2s 1 2p 1
1s 0 2s 2 2p 0
1s 1 2s 0 2p 1
1s 0 2s 0 2p 1

(10−3 a.u.)

F

(10−5 a.u.)

KL1 L1

KL1 L23

KL23 L23

Kα

0.832 (0.961)
2.583 (2.894)

0.821 (0.970)
2.978 (3.333)
0.513 (0.602)
0.528 (0.620)
1.764 (1.978)
1.789 (1.994)

0.366 (0.439)
1.568 (1.755)
0.478 (0.574)

0.761 (0.836)
2.586 (2.740)
0.890 (0.975)
0.455 (0.498)
2.852 (3.041)
1.457 (1.549)
1.008 (1.108)
0.516 (0.569)

1.012 (1.178)
3.069 (3.462)

1.889 (2.128)
0.599 (0.703)

0.316 (0.370)
1.201 (1.394)
2.321 (2.586)
1.027 (1.148)

3.050 (3.273)
1.577 (1.694)

3.505 (3.915)
0.622 (0.648)
1.911 (1.965)
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Atomic scattering factor of carbon for
different electronic conﬁgurations calculated as a function of the
momentum transfer. We show the unscreened HFS case (black solid
line), the Debye-screened model for λD = 1.72 a0 (black dot-dashed
line), and the ion-sphere screened HFS model with the density of
2.0 g/cm3 , Z i = 2 (red dashed line).

from delocalized electrons of neighboring atoms. For a
more accurate treatment of delocalization effects, molecular
calculations would be required.
D. Atomic scattering factor

Assuming spherically symmetric density of the bound
electrons, one can calculate the atomic scattering factor as

f (Q) = 4π
0

∞

r 2 ρ(r)

sin(Qr)
dr,
Qr

(12)

where Q is the magnitude of the photon momentum transfer.
The atomic scattering factors calculated for carbon are shown
in Fig. 10. We considered three different conﬁgurations: atomic
carbon, C 1+ ion with a core hole in the 1s shell, and C 2+ ion
with a double core hole in the 1s shell. The results from the
two screening models are compared to the unscreened HFS
case. The differences between the unscreened and screened
scattering factors for the considered parameters (λD = 1.72
a0 for the Debye model, and the density of 2.0 g/cm3 , Z i = 2
for the ion-sphere model) are less than 10 %. Again, this
ﬁnding is signiﬁcant for CDI simulations, as even by using
the unscreened model to calculate the scattering factors, one
can obtain predictions of sufﬁcient accuracy. Let us note
that all models fulﬁll the forward-scattering sum rule at
Q = 0, f (Q) = Zb . The differences between the models show
up in the region of 0.5 < Q < 4 a0−1 . For larger Q values,
the predictions for the screened and unscreened cases again
converge.
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